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Create a daily routine for
reading. Read everything!
Talk about the book together
before and after reading.
You can also read to your child
or read it together.
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Encourage your child to hold
the book and turn the pages.
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It’s OK to read a book again
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If your child makes a mistake,
let him/her read to the end of
the sentence before saying
anything.
See if he/she can correct it
first.
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Stuck on a word?
Give your child about
seconds to think, before
helping.
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You could help by:
Saying the sounds and reading
the word: ch-a-t
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Watch out! Some are tricky
words and you can’t sound them
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said, was they
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Chunking longer words into
Syllables:
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If your child can’t work out the
word then tell her/him.
Don’t let them struggle.
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Give lots of praise –it’s a great
motivator and makes reading
together enjoyable.
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